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network works based on the spiking neuron model [2]. As the

Abstract:
The human brain can perform a range of complicated
computations and logical reasoning using neural networks
with a huge number of neurons. Since Hodgkin and Huxley
proposed a set of equations to describe the electrophysiological properties of spiking neurons, various network
structures of neurons have been developed through
neuroscience research that can now be simulated by electronic
circuits or computer programs. In this paper, an adaptive
learning mechanism is simulated based on the biological
property related to the spike time dependent plasticity of
synapses. A demonstration shows that such spiking neurons
are able to develop their specific receptive field for recognition
of patterns. This mechanism can be used to explain some
adaptive behaviours in biological systems. It is can also be
applied to artificial intelligent systems.
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1.

Introduction

The term, neuronal circuit, is encountered more and
more frequently in neuroscience literature. The local
neuronal circuit in the recurrent networks of the human
visual cortex has been used to explain the mechanism of
context learning [1]. The generation of rhythmic motor
behaviours is controlled by neuronal circuits which are
called central pattern generators [2]. Recurrent inhibitory
loops are simple neuronal circuits found in the central
nervous system [3]. By expressing several forms of
synaptic plasticity, a single neuron can convey an array of
different signals to the neural circuit in which it operates [4].
Scientists working in neuroscience have made significant
progress over the past ten years with respect to the
physiological and synaptic properties of individual neurons and
some specific local neuronal circuits [1-5]. However, there is
very limited progress in the understanding of what is the exact
architecture of the neural network in the brain and how the

electro-physiological properties of biological neurons can
be described by differential equations, such spiking neuronal
circuits can be simulated by electronic circuits or computer
simulation programs. For example, the software NEURON
provides an established tool for the simulation of different
neuronal circuits. Since it costs very high computational
complexity to simulate dynamics and plasticity of
biological neurons, biological neural network behaviours
are usually simulated using statistic models based on firing
rate or instantaneous firing frequencies. In the literature the
probability of a neurotransmitter release is regarded as the
strength of a synapse [1]. The pre- and post-synaptic
instantaneous firing frequencies are used to formulate the
function based on nonlinear Hebbian and anti-Hebbian
plasticity. However, simulations based on spiking neurons have
not been done. The gastric mill and pyloric circuits in the
stomatogastric nervous system are very detailed, but they
have not been simulated using electronic circuits based on
spiking neuron model [2]. Therefore, this paper presents
approaches to simulate biological neuronal circuits using
electronic circuits or computer programs.
In Section 2, an efficient approach for the simulation of
spiking neurons is introduced. Then in Section 3, simulation of
spike time dependent plasticity is presented. In Section 4, a
spiking neural network for pattern recognition is proposed, and
a demonstration is applied to show the principle how the
network can develop a specific receptive field based on STDP
(spike time dependent plasticity). The neuronal circuits have
been simulated by computer software and FPGA circuits. In
Section 5 related issues and further work are discussed.

2.

Simulation of Spiking Neurons

Since the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model requires very
high computational complexity, the conductance based
integrate-and-fire model is widely used to spiking neural
networks. The firing property of this model is very close to
that of the Hodgkin-Huxley model in NEURON software
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1. Set parameters cm, Es, gl, wj
2. Set initial values for v(t0), gjs(t0)
3. Transfer input action potentials or external currents
to corresponding peak conductance qs.
4. Calculate gjs(t)
⎧ 1 s
⎪− τ g j (tn )∆t + qs if there is a action potential
⎪⎪ s
gsj (tn+1) = ⎨
(4)
or external current.
⎪ 1
⎪ − gsj (tn )∆t
otherwise
⎪⎩ τs
5. Calculate v(t)
1
v(tn +1 ) = v(tn ) + [ gl ( El − v(tn )) +
cm
(5)
w j g sj (tn +1 )
( Es − v(tn ))]dt
∑
As
j

[6]. In this integrate-and-fire model, the membrane
potential v(t) is governed by the following equations [6-9].
w j g sj (t )
dv(t )
cm
= gl ( El − v(t )) + ∑
( Es − v(t )) (1)
dt
As
j
where cm is the specific membrane capacitance, El is the
membrane reversal potential, Es is the reversal potential of
membrane, s∈{ih, ex}( ih and ex indicate inhibitory and
excitatory synapses respectively), wj is a weight for synapse
j, and As is the membrane surface area connected to a
synapse. If the membrane potential v exceeds the threshold
voltage, vth, it is reset to vreset for a refractory τref and an
action potential event is generated. Figure 1 shows that a
neuron receives spike trains from three afferent neurons in
a receptive field.
Neuron j=1

w1 g1s(t)
wj gjs(t)

Neuron j

wn gns(t)

v(t)

6. if v(tn+1)>threshold then generate a spike and fall
into refractory state for a period τref.
7. if t<tmax then n=n+1:goto 3
8. end

Neuron i

Neuron j=n

Figure 1. Conductance based synaptic connections in the
SNN
The variable gjs(t) represents the conductance of
synapse j at time t. When an action potential reaches the
synapse at tap, the conductance is increased by the
following expression.
g sj (t ap + t delay
+ dt ) = g sj (t ap + t delay
) + qs
j
j

(2)

Otherwise, the conductance decays as illustrated in the
following equation.
g sj (t )
dt

=−

1

τs

g sj (t )

(3)

where qs is called the peak conductance (an increment of
conductance caused by the action potential). Neuron i
integrates the currents from afferent synapses and increases
the membrane potential according to Equation (1).
2.1.

Computer Software Simulation

Equations (1)-(3) can be solved using numerical
solutions such as the Euler or Runge-Kutta methods. Let ∆t
represent time step and t1, t2, …tk represent discrete time, i.e.
tn+1=tn+∆t. Using the Euler method, the neuron model is
simulated by following program.

2.2. FPGA Circuit Simulation
Based on the algorithm in Section 2.1, FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array) hardware circuits can be
designed using Simulink and Xilinx system generator. This
is very practical approach. Different neuron models can be
designed as SNNs (Spiking Neural Network) blocks in the
Matlab development environment. Previous work has
developed SNN Blocks in the SenseMaker project [10]. For
example, Figure 2 shows that an integrate-and-fire neuron
block is tested in the high-level design environment.
The block in the middle is an integrate-and-fire neuron
model block that is designed using element blocks provided
by Xilinx System Generator. In this environment, a lot of
tools in Simulink library can be applied to test the circuit
design, for example, signal generators and scopes. In Figure
2, a pulse generator and a scope have been applied to test
the integrate-and-fire neuron. A poisson spike train
generated by Matlab enters the block through the gateway
of Xilinx System Generator. The simulation results can be
seen in a pop-up window from the scope shown in Figure 3.
The bottom panel in Figure 3 shows the input Poisson spike
train. The middle panel shows the conductance changes
caused by the input Poisson spike train. The top panel
shows the membrane potential changes and fires.
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Figure 2. The circuit of Integrate-and-fire neuron model Block

Figure 3. Simulation results of integrate-and-fire neuron Block. The first row shows membrane potential v(t). The second
row shows gjs(t). The third row shows input spike train
By using this high level design tool, the neuron
models, parameters and network structures can be changed
easily. This design can be automatically transferred to HDL

(Hardware Description Language) code and implemented
on FPGAs. The design also can be modified in the HDL
code level and simulated in Modelsim environment.
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3.

Simulation of Spike Time Dependent Plasticity

Changes in the synaptic connections between neurons
are widely believed to contribute to memory storage and
learning. These changes are thought to occur through time
correlation-based mechanism such as Hebbian plasticity.
Spike Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP) was also found
in biological neurons [1]. The synaptic plasticity model has
been explored based on the fact that a synaptic potentiation
and depression can be induced by precisely timed pairs of
synaptic events and postsynaptic spikes.
In order to simulate STDP learning in a spiking neural
network, the implementation approach proposed in [11-12]
is employed. Each synapse in an SNN is characterized by a
peak conductance qs (the peak value of the synaptic
conductance following a single presynaptic action potential)
that is constrained to lie between 0 and a maximum value
qs_max. Every pair of pre- and postsynaptic spikes can
potentially modify the value of qs, and the changes due to
each spike pair are continually summed to determine how qs
changes over time. The simplifying assumption is that the
modifications produced by individual spike pairs combine
linearly.
A presynaptic spike occurring at time tpre and a
postsynaptic spike at time tpost modify the corresponding
synaptic conductance by
qs Æ qs + qs_max F(∆t)
(6)
where ∆t = tpost - tpre and
⎧ A exp(∆t / τ + ), if ∆t > 0
F (∆t ) = ⎨ +
(7)
⎩− A− exp(∆t / τ − ), if ∆t ≤ 0
The time constants τ+ and τ- determine the ranges of
pre- to postsynaptic spike intervals over which synaptic
strengthening and weakening are significant, and A+ and A_
determine the maximum amount of synaptic modification in
each case. The experimental results indicate a value of τ+ in
the range of tens of milliseconds (about 20 ms). The
parameters for STDP in our experiments are as follows;
qs_max = 0.01, A+ = 0.01, A- = 0.005, τ+=20ms, τ-=100 ms. The
function F(∆t ) for synaptic modification is shown in Figure
4. It is clear that qs is not a constant. It is a variable
dependent on pre- and post- synaptic spikes which makes an
SNN a dynamic network.
4.

Spiking Neural Network for Pattern Recognition

Training can be used to improve the ability of humans for
detection of small changes in a variety of visual attributes such
as position, orientation, motion, depth, spatial phase,
hyper-acuity and texture segmentation [1]. In order to simulate
this mechanism, an SNN based STDP is proposed to explain

how a spiking neuron can develop its receptive field with an
adaptive learning mechanism. The architecture of the SNN is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Synaptic modification
Excitatory synapse with STDP
Inhibitory synapse
Training trigger Start

End

Start

End

Inject training signal

E
Output

I
Receptive field

Figure 5. An Architecture of STDP-based SNN
As shown in Figure 5, neuron I is fully connected to
neurons in the receptive field through inhibitory synapses.
Neuron E is fully connected to neurons in the receptive field
through excitatory synapses and it is also connected to neuron I
through an inhibitory synapses. Suppose that all the inhibitory
synapses have a constant strength and all the excitatory
synapses have a randomly weak strength initially. Since the
weights of the excitatory synapse are a random distribution and
neuron I inhibits neuron E, neuron E is very difficult to fire
initially. After a training process based on STDP learning rule,
neuron E can be trained to respond to specific pattern in the
receptive field. The formal training procedure can be done
using following steps.
Step 1: An target pattern is presented in the receptive field
at meanwhile an external current (from the training signal
shown in Figure 5) is injected into neuron E and makes the
neuron E fires relative to the pattern. According to STDP rule,
the corresponding weights of the excitatory synapses will get
either potentiated or depressed.
Step 2: the target pattern is removed and a random plot
pattern is presented in the receptive field at meanwhile the
external current is cancelled. Neuron E fires without correlation
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to the pattern. The corresponding weights of some excitatory
synapses can be depressed.
Repeating the two steps, neuron E can be trained to
respond to the target pattern. For example, a 5×5 pattern as
shown in Figure 6(a) is used as the target pattern. Figure 6(b)
and Figure 6(c) are examples of non-target patterns generated
by random plot.
After training, a vertical orientation receptive field is
obtained. The membrane potential of neuron E in response to
different input patterns are shown in Figure 7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Training patterns

Input patterns

Membrane potential

Figure 7. Neuron E responds to different patterns.
5.

Discussion and Further Work

In this paper a STPD based learning mechanism is
presented. Learning process for a vertical orientation
selectivity receptive field is used to demonstrate this
mechanism. This network model is inspired by biological
principles, and it is implemented in software and FPGA
hardware. It has potential for application in artificial
intelligent systems. This paper only gave a very simple
example for this biologically inspired spiking neural
network. It is clear that there is a potential to apply it to
more complicated tasks such as face recognition, image
classification and object recognition. These are topics for
further study.
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